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Note 
A Note on the E Entropy of Monotone Functions in 
the Levy Norm* 
The E entropy of the class F* of real-valued monotone functions from [0, l] to 
[0, 11 in the usual Chebyshev norm is infinite, due to the discontinuities in some 
of thefEF*. One of the class of norms introduced by P. Levy for analyzing the 
convergence of distribution functions gives finite E entropy -(l/c). There is an 
obvious extension to the class F& of monotone functions from [0, A] to [0, B]. 
Let F be a set of functions with a norm lifi - fi IIN defined on all 
differences, fi , f2 E F. Let G be a subset of F. If for some E > 0 
0% ~Wfz E G) 3 llfi - fs IIN G E (1) 
then G is said to approximate F in norm N to within E. Let / G / be the 
number of functions in G. Then the E entropy or metric entropy 
HcN(F) is defined by 
HEN(F) = log, min 1 G j, (2) 
where the minimization is over the G which satisfy (1). (See, e.g., 
Lorentz [3], Vitushkin [4].) 
We are interested in particular in approximating F*, the set of weakly 
increasing real-valued functions from [0, I] to [0, l] : 
fEF” iff O~x,<x,~l~Odf(x,)~~(x,)~l. (3) 
Most E-entropy calculations use the Chebyshev norm C 
llfi -fzllc = x2;$ If&4 -Ma* (4) 
Approximation to F * in norm C gives the obvious 
THEOREM 1. 
(5) 
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Proof. For E > l/2 the function g(x) = l/2, x E [0, 11, approximates 
all f E F*, proving the top line. 
For 0 < E < l/2, note that F* includes discontinuous f, and in 
particular the set 
Any g E G which is to approximate fe with E < l/2 must have 
dx) 1; ;‘- E, 
x<a 
x >, a, 
(6) 
(7) 
and therefore cannot also approximate fp E D, p # a. Thus the size 
1 G 1 of any G which approximates F* to within E < l/2 in the Chebyshev 
norm is as large as 1 D 1, which is the size of the continuum. 
Levy [2] approaches the approximation of F* by first mapping 
f E F* into the continuous plane curve yf obtained by adding the points 
(0,O) and (1, 1) to the set of points (x, f (x)) which constitute f and then 
adding vertical line segments to fill in the gaps at discontinuities off. 
Formally, yf can be defined in two steps: 
f * =f u (O,O) u (1, 11, 
Yf = f* vE;l, (SuPit If*(t) G Y>*Y)* 
09 
Next, given any distance function p between points in the unit square, 
Levy defines the norm 11 rfr - yfi ]lL(P) by finding the maximum of the 
distances from each point on yfi to the nearest point on yfi : 
II Yf - Yf2 I/L.(,) = (xly$j, (x2q$yj2 P(h 9 Ylh h! 9 Yz)). (9) 
L&VY uses P((x~, YA ( x2, y2>) = I x1 - x2 I + I y1 - y2 I for his 
discussion of the convergence of probability distribution functions. For 
approximation purposes we define I/ yfi - yf2 IjL as (9) with p given by 
P((x~ , yJ, (~2 , y2)) = max{l XI - 3 1, I y1 - ~2 I>. (10) 
Thus yf2 is within E of yfi in the Levy norm L defined by (9), (10) iff 
a closed square of side 2~ centered at any point on yfi contains a point 
of Yf2 . 
The E entropy of yF* with respect to the Levy norm L is finite, and 
positive for E < l/2: 
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THEOREM 2. Given 0 < E < 1, let N = r1/2~ - 11 < l/26. Then 
H&F”) = log, (2;). (11) 
Proof. First consider the set yG, of staircase curves: yg E yG, is the 
union of 2N line segments starting at (0, 0), each segment either vertical 
or horizontal, each of length l/N. Starting at (0, 0), recording 0 for 
each horizontal segment and 1 for each vertical segment gives a l-l map 
from yG, onto binary sequences of length 2N with just N 1’s. Since for 
distinct yg, yg’ E yG, 
II ‘yg - yg’ IIL 3 l/N =- 2% (‘2) 
the triangle inequality permits no single curve in any yG C yF* to 
approximate two curves in yG, C yF* to within E. Thus for any G 
satisfying (1) with F = F*, 1 yG / 3 ( yG, 1 proving half of (11). [In the 
language of E entropy, the functions in yG, are 2~ distinguishable and 
we have shown that the 2~ capacity of yF* is bounded below by the 
right side of (1 I).] 
Next, let 
x. = iNi - 1)/W + l),jlW + l)), 1 <i<N 
J IP/(N + 11, 11, j=Nfl, 
yk = /P, 11/w + l)l, k=l 
I(@ - 1)/W + 11, k/V’ + 1)1, 2<k<N+l, 
(13) 
and consider the set of squares R = {RJ, 
Rj, = Xj x Y, , 1 <j, k<N+l. (14) 
Traversal of any yf~ yF* starts in R,,, , exits from the right or top 
side of each square enroute, and must make N transitions to the right 
and N up to reach R,,,,,,, . [Diagonal exit cannot occur: by (3) only 
the upper right corner is a possibility, and by (13) it belongs to the 
square on the right.] Listing the squares in R which yf occupies by 
recording 0 and 1 for horizontal and vertical steps, respectively, maps 
binary sequences of length 2N with N l’s onto corridors of width 
2/(N + 1) < 2 E connecting R,,, to R,+l,,+, , and each yf E yF* is 
included in some such corridor. 
The center lines of the corridors, each augmented by the two line 
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segments from (0,O) to the center of R,,, and from the center of RN+,,,+, 
to (1, l), constitute the approximating set yG, C yF*. Each yfe yF* is 
within E in the Levy norm of the center line of the corridor which 
contains it, and 1 yG, / = 1 yG, 1 since both are the number of sequences 
with N l’s and NO’s completing the proof of (11). [In c-entropy language 
we have shown that yG, is an E net for yF* and is a subset of it, so that 
the E entropy of yF* is bounded above by the right side of (1 l).] 
Theorem 2 extends directly to deal with less-symmetric cases. Let 
FjB be the class of weakly increasing functions from [0, A] to [0, B], 
A and B positive reals. Let LAB be the Levy norm derived via (9) from 
the distance function 
PAL& , YJ, (x2 , YJ) = max@ I x1 - x2 1, B I y1 - yz I>, (15) 
which treats errors in argument and value asymmetrically. 
THEOREM 2AB. Let N = ‘A/~E’ - 1, W = rB/2~’ - 1, 
O<E<~. Then 
H,L(F&) = H;yyF*) = log, (” ; “) = log, (” ; “‘,. (16) 
The proof is precisely parallel to that of Theorem 2 and will not be 
reproduced. Using Stirling’s bounds (Feller [I]) gives 
- (e/5) bits, O<O<l, (17) 
where H is Shannon’s binary entropy function 
ff(P> 1 - P) = -P 1% P - (1 - P) l%,(l - P). 
At N = W = l/26 + O(l), (17) gives 
HGL(yF*) = l/E - (l/2) log(l/~) + O(1). 
The concept of E entropy was originally introduced in part to study 
the economical storage of tables of functions in binary computer 
memory [4]. In those terms, given f E F& one can store an enumeration 
of the staircase yg E yG, which approximates yf to within E in the Levy 
norm in H,L(yFJ&) bits and have an algorithm construct yg and read its 
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value or range at argument x to approximate f(x). Encodings of rg 
into binary sequences almost as short, from which approximate values 
off can be found much more easily, have been given elsewhere [5]. A 
complete theory of the storage of functions must clearly pay attention 
not only to the minimum number of bits which must be stored to store 
a representation of an approximation to a function, but also to the 
amount of effort needed to find an approximate value from the stored 
representation. 
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